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Device physics, detailed simulations and angst over the next generation of interconnect electromigration and other reliability rules drive much of the challenges many of us face on a daily basis. In isolated environments, testchips and accelerated testing form the basis for the recommendations that are made to drive reliability design rules. But what about the circuit designs, the layout engineers and our verification and CAD teams? How does the larger ecosystem supporting and executing robust IC design flows benefit from these findings and what form will they take so that next generation designs can be created while keeping up with the aggressive turn-around-times required for market introduction?

Please join us in this workshop as we discuss best practices and concerns of advanced process nodes and their associated CAD flows. We will start with the challenges facing simulation and how reliability verification and advanced CAD flows, along with foundry supported rule decks can help establish a solid baseline to build upon, including:

- Pre-silicon characterization efforts for reliability, design for reliability (including correct-by-design), and the impact on design rules and reliability verification.
- The wide range of challenges with simulation infrastructures, custom circuits, and modeling of reliability effects including circuit interaction.
- Balancing productivity efficiency with circuit complexity and increasing transistor count with the desire to incorporate 2nd order issues.
- The role of DFT to identify and isolate damage in manufacturing failures and field returns, before the descriptive process of analysis begins.
- Understanding best practices being used by different groups within the industry and the trade-offs on what to simulate, and when.

Share your experience and learn from others as we discuss the challenges we face as we transition to not only the “next” node, but also consider the implications of continuing to use or migrating bulk substrate designs, FD-SOI, finFETs or planar transistors and the legacy IP that has been proven. What are the applications that are driving these decisions and the design choices that are creating an environment for change?
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